Ocean & Sky, Fjords & Mountains
4 - 6 Days, 1 Ferry, Approx. 530km (330 miles)

An astounding trip through abundant areas of nature and breathtaking beauty. Your trip starts from Kristiansand on the Primary route number 9, through Setesdalen to Brokke, over the highlands on Primary route number 45 to Suleskard and Sirdal, from here you drive towards Lysebotn. Continue down the hairpin bends, that meander to Lysefjorden below. An impressive guided boat trip past Lysebotn, via and to Lauvvik approx. 3 hrs. Pick up the Primary route 13 via Sandnes and on to Stavanger.

Experience the wonderful coastline along the Nordfjordvegen (The North Sea Road), with lighthouses, white sandy beaches and cultural sites like the Hå Gamle Prestegard (Hå Old Vicarage). Continue on to Egersund, via Sognadalstrand and Mandal, then finally on to Kristiansand. The route from Brokke - Suleskard and Sirdal - Lysebotn are seasonal routes confined to the summer months. The guided boat trip along Lysefjorden requires an advanced booking.

Noteworthy topics:
- Breathtaking Coastal areas, Mountain trekking, An exciting Boat trip, Interesting Norwegian architecture, Bicycle trips and major Sights of interest.

Telemark and the Southern most Fjords
4 - 6 Days, 2 - 4 Ferries, Approx. 550km (344 miles)

Follow the European route 134 from Oslo to Drammen, via Kongsberg to Morgedal. Continue through up the mountain plateau of Hardangervidda, then on to Raldal & Etne. A detour can be made here, to Skånevik and then by ferry to Utaker. Then on to Rosendal & Folgefonna (Glacier). Visit the Langfossen (waterfalls) at Åkrafjorden, Haugesund. European route 39 takes you in to the city of Stavanger via a single ferry trip and the amazing Sub-sea tunnels. Later you can experience the delights of Stavanger. Continue by ferry to Lysebotn, sailing past the wonder of Preikestolen (Pulpit Rock). Then over the highlands to Sirdal, pick up Primary route 45 through Husedalen to Byrkjedalstunet - (specialists in Candle production). Take Primary route number 503 via Gloppedalsura to Vikeså and on to Egersund, or as an alternative take the Nordfjordvegen (The North Sea Road) and enjoy the coastline all the way down to Kristiansand.

The route from Sirdal - Lysebotn is a seasonal route confined to the summer months. The boat trip along Lysefjorden requires an advanced booking.

Noteworthy topics:
- Telemark Canal, Hardangervidda (Mountain Plateau) Stave Church, Waterfalls, Fjords & Mountains, Glaciers roads, Glaciers & the famous Utstein Kloster (Monastery).

The best of Southern Norway
6 - 8 Days, 4 Ferries, Approx. 1250km (780 miles)

Your journey starts on European route number 16 from Oslo to Fagernes. Pick up Primary route 51 and continue up to Lom. Primary route 55 takes you over the mountain range and in to Sogndal. Continue on route 5 to Mannheller and take the ferry to Fodnes, then on to Lærdal. Drive through the Words longest Road Tunnel (24,5 km) to Aurland and on to Gudvangen. A detour can be made here to the amazing Flåm Railway. Visit the Stalheimskleivi. European route15 takes you down to Voss. Continue on Primary route 7 along the Hardangerfjorden to Bergen. The coastal European route 39 takes you via Stord & Haugesund to the city of Stavanger. From Stavanger take the ferry trip to Lysebotn, then up the meandering hairpin bends to Øygardstøl and on to Sirdal. Continue on Primary route 45 over the mountain range to Setesdal and on to Dalen. Continue through Telemark, picking up the European route 134 via Kongsvinger to Drammen and then on to the capital, Oslo.

The route from Brokke - Suleskard and Sirdal - Lysebotn are seasonal routes confined to the summer months. The boat trip along Sogndal & Lysefjorden requires an advanced booking.

Noteworthy topics:
- Valleys, Mountain Ranges, Ocean fronts, Fjords, Glaciers, Waterfalls, Coastal beauty, Beaches, Boat trips, Canoeing & an abundance of City life.